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Lewis Jewelers

Lewis Jewelers Adds GURHAN Jewelry Line to
Showroom Inventory
The jewelry brand, known for working primarily in pure 24 karat gold, is the
latest addition to Lewis' Ann Arbor showroom. Fans and collectors of
Gurhan's work can expect to see the collection available in store and online
starting this month.

ANN ARBOR, Michigan, November 2, 2018 (Newswire.com)

- Just in time for the holiday season, Lewis Jewelers welcomes

a new jewelry brand to their store’s showcases. GURHAN, the

company that pioneered the use of 24 karat gold in modern

jewelry design, will now be available for purchase at the

retailer’s location in Ann Arbor.

GURHAN’s jewelry collection at Lewis Jewelers includes a

wide breadth of pieces that showcase the brand’s

groundbreaking work in 24 karat and 22 karat gold, as well

as in sterling silver “kissed” with gold. The line includes rings, earrings, necklaces, and bracelets.

Those who enjoy the work of founder Gurhan Orhan will be able to pick out the signature details of

his designs: pieces made solely out of 24 karat gold, with 22 karat fastenings; old-world goldsmithing

techniques brought up-to-date for the modern age; hand-hammered metal to add strength to the

structural integrity of each design; and the natural imperfections that are a result of crafting each item

by hand.

Recognized by the Metropolitan Museum of Art for the designer’s mastery of pure gold jewelry,

GURHAN is a well-respected brand in the fine jewelry industry -- and one that Lewis Jewelers is proud

to offer to their dedicated customers.

To learn more about GURHAN and the jewelry selection available at Lewis Jewelers, please contact

the retailer by emailing LewisA2@LewisJewelers.com, calling (734) 994-5111, or visiting their

showroom in person.

About Lewis Jewelers

Since 1921, Lewis Jewelers has been the go-to source in the greater Detroit and Ann Arbor, Michigan

areas for designer band engagement rings, wedding bands, timepieces, fine fashion jewelry, and

certified loose diamonds. Committed to their community, Lewis Jewelers is the proud supporter of
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Additional Links

Lewis Jewelers website

University of Michigan athletics, The Kite Network, as well as the University of Michigan Children’s

Hospital, and many other local charitable institutions.

For more information on events, sales, products, and fine jewelry services available at Lewis Jewelers,

please check out their website at LewisJewelers.com, call (877)-885-3947, or visit their diamond

showroom located in Ann Arbor, Michigan today.
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